
FAC Panel Disussion onTeahing and Learning of Design at IDC21 August 2013Summary prepared by Prof Raja MohantyIt would be best to begin with a few responses from the audiene. Prof.Kannan expressed the view that it is indeed nie that departments suh asIDC have evolved interesting approahes to teahing and learning - suh asstudio-based learning, peer-learning, ollaborative projets, it is importantto understand how these would work with muh larger lass sizes. Prof. Jhafelt that it would be interesting to understand the impliations of hangingsoietal aspirations on teahing and learning. Prof. Narayan Parasuramfeels that design eduation if preeded by an eduation in arts, an bring ina sensitivity amongst students.Presentations were made by four IDC students (Vinit, Divya, Avinashand Ashwin) and three members from the faulty (Prof. Chakaravarthy,Shilpa Ranade, Raja Mohanty). The students shared the view that the onething they seemed to lak was time. An exposure to other ultures wasalso suggested as a desirable diretion that ould be explored (though thesuggestion hinted at international exposures). Students pointed out the im-portane given to proess and the emphasis on learning through hands-onassignments at IDC. The eduation at IDC helped bring a sharper aware-ness of the reative proess that enabled better artiulation in future pro-fessional areers. Members of the faulty spoke about how they addressedthe teahing of reativity in produt design and some strategies in handlinglarge lasses; of hallenges and new avenues for animation in India; and thehanges in the teahing and learning of design at IDC from its earlier rolethat emphasized soietal relevane to its present pereption as an enablerfor the signi�antly larger middle-lasses (that, in a departure from its ear-lier ultural values, now aspires for a more material ulture).Prof. AnirudhaJoshi ould not be present for the session beause of unforseen reasons, sentin his response to teahing and learning at IDC over e-mail.He sees feedbakthat aompanies the method of "learning by Doing" is one area where heontributes to the growth of students. Another idea that he believes is im-portant is the learning of spei�s, while nurturing learning that leads to abroad-based understanding.
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Addendum by Prof. D. M. Dhamdhere:Disussion had to be urtailed due to another event sheduled in thevenue; however, a few of the panelists and attendees ontinued the disus-sion outside the venue. Some topis that �gured in this disussion were howgroup projets are evaluated, importane of ollaborative learning, and om-parative notions of rigour in siene and design. It was felt that approahesfollowed at IDC would be of interest to other engineering departments.
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